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ABSTRACT The primary goal of a power system is to provide consumers with reliable access to power
at the most economical cost. Under the declining costs of renewable energy sources, the increasing cost
of natural gas, and growing emissions control policies, investment in variable renewable energy (VRE)
sources including wind and solar is accelerating. As a fundamental optimization tool in the operation
and planning of electric power systems, the optimal power flow (OPF) is critical for setting the optimal
state of control variables by minimizing desired objective while satisfying all related constraints. However,
a comprehensive review of the generic OPF framework that includes all categories of objectives, control
variables, and constraints will provide a valuable background to many of the integration studies that are
necessary to facilitate the transition of energy systems. A comprehensive OPF framework is essential for
researchers to identify the most critical challenges to their applications to develop new solution methods to
improve computational efficiency and to take advantage of the increasing computing power to reduce the
number of approximations in OPF models. In this work, we aim to provide a comprehensive survey and a
generic OPF formulation, along with a detailed explanation of the major formulations for conventional OPF
objective functions, control variables, and network constraints, in particular those related to the handling
of VREs. This article also highlights the modeling and challenges in the distribution system, and potential
formulations to incorporate with the significant variability and intermittency of VRE sources. In addition to
a discussion of various formulations and foci for the OPF problem, we compare the implications of these
decisions on a small case study to highlight differences.

INDEX TERMS Control variables, equality constraints, inequality constraints, objective function, optimal
power flow, renewable energy integration, traditional power systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
Optimal power flow (OPF) decisions and plays a crucial role
in the operation and planning of power systems. Formulations
and solution methods of the OPF have a rich history in
the literature, and are rapidly evolving with developments
in the field of optimization. In general, OPF problems pursue
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the lowest cost operation of a power system, subject to power
balance equations and other system constraints. The first OPF
problem was introduced in 1962, when Carpentier extended
the economic dispatch problem to include electric power flow
equations to the model [1]. Prior to [1], the OPF decision had
been made based on experience, judgment, rules of thumb,
and heuristics [2].

To better understand the nature of OPF, it is necessary
to introduce the three well-researched and closely related
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problems in power systems literature: power flow, economic
dispatch (ED), unit commitment (UC), as a precursor to the
OPF. The power flow problem, also known as load flow,
is fundamentally a network analysis problem. Power flow
uses the generation, load, and transmission network equations
to find voltage magnitudes and angles for a given network
configuration. From the voltage and angle information states,
the real and reactive generation, and load levels at all
buses, as well as the real and reactive flows across all
circuits, can be calculated. The second type of problem, the
economic dispatch, is an optimization problem to allocate
the system load among generating units in such a way that
the total generation cost is minimized. The power losses in
transmission lines are ignored and the power flow limitations
are not considered in the economic dispatch problem. The
unit commitment and economic dispatch problem has been
solved in a two-stage context where the day-ahead unit
commitment problem is solved in the first stage to determine
the hourly commitment status for each generating unit, and
the economic dispatch problem is solved in the second stage
in real time to dispatch the committed resources to supply
the load in the system. The last type of problem, the OPF,
seeks the optimal operation of electric power generation,
transmission, and sometimes distribution networks subject
to the power flow and other operational constraints such as
load balance, generator upper and lower limits, transmission
stability and voltage constraints. Sometimes OPF is also
referred to as security-constrained economic dispatch. The
key differences in unit commitment, ED, power flow, and
OPF are presented in Fig. 1.

According to Fig. 1, AC OPF, taking into account all
system constraints is the most effective method for real-
power systems’ planning and operation. In this section, the
IEEE 14-bus test case is employed with GAMS software
to calculate the ED, DC OPF, and AC OPF under different
system constraints that are added in the formulation. The
simulation results are shown in Table 1.

In ED formulation, only the max/min output of power
plants is considered and other constraints are ignored.
Therefore, ED has dispatched the demand among the
cheapest generation units, regardless of the location of the
units. Table 1 shows that by considering the line limits along
with generation unit max/min output level, the generation cost
of DC OPF formulation has increased under congestion of
transmission lines.

The demand is dispatched among generation units under
the consideration of generation cost and line limits. It is
evident that under the transmission line congestion, not all
load is supplied (i.e. load loss in Table 1). Furthermore,
Table 1 shows that by considering the reactive power dispatch
and voltage inequality constraints, the dispatch of the demand
among the generation units is significantly different. In the
AC OPF formulation, the generation cost has increased due
to the inclusion of line limits, and the need to maintain bus
voltages within desirable limits. As a result, the AC OPF
can be considered as a comprehensive and practical power

TABLE 1. The impacts of power system constraints on the system
planning through economic dispatch (ED), DC optimal power flow
(DC OPF), and AC optimal power flow (AC OPF) in IEEE 14-bus test case.

system scheduling tool and is able to provide more accurate
solutions than ED and DC OPF for power system planning
and operation.

A review of the literature on various aspects of economic
dispatch with emphasis on OPF during the time period of
1977-1988 is provided in [3]. Based on different optimization
methods, paper [4] surveyed over three hundred articles and
summarized the evolution of OPF publications through 1991.
Momoh et al. reviewed the OPF literature over 1962-1993,
focusing on the application of nonlinear and quadratic
programming and Newton-based, linear programming and
interior point methods in [5] and [6]. Zhang and Tolbert
surveyed the OPF formulations and summarized the OPF
solution methods into nine categories [7], [8]. To cope
with the deregulation of power market and more complex
OPF problems, papers [9], [10] surveyed the optimization
algorithms for OPF with a focus on recent methods that
emerged to deal with highly complex OPFmodels. Paper [11]
reviewed different formulations and solution methods of
the optimal power dynamic dispatch problem. Frank et al.
provided a comprehensive survey and comparison of OPF
optimization algorithms, in [12] reviewed the deterministic
solution methods and in [13] examined the stochastic
and hybrid approaches. In [2], the authors reviewed the
evolution of OPF in the literature and provided a summary
of major formulations of OPF. Paper [14] addressed the
challenges with the traditional methods in OPF problems and
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FIGURE 1. The overarching schematic of the two-stage power system planning including day-ahead scheduling and real-time
dispatch.

reviewed the recent optimization techniques. In [15], Frank
and Rebennack provided an introduction to OPF modeling
from an operations research perspective with emphasis on
electrical engineering theory and mechanics of the OPF
formulation. In [16] compared different OPF approaches in
distribution networks with corresponding objective functions
and constraints. Reference [17] offered a critical review of the
major advancements in real-time OPF solution approaches.
Paper [18] reviewed the success of conic optimization for
power system applications.

Despite the sheer volume of literature addressing OPF,
the existing review articles on this topic focus heavily
on optimization techniques and solution algorithms. Few
surveys have included the major formulations of OPF and
thus lacked a complete survey and explanations of the
variables, objectives, and constraints. However, a generic
OPF formulation is essential for the operations researcher to
identify the challenges to solving OPF problems, to develop
new solution methods to improve computational efficiency,
and to take advantage of the increasing computing power
to reduce the number of approximations in OPF models.
For example, advances in mixed-integer programming (MIP)
has achieved significant speed improvement and is replacing
other optimization methods in ISO markets [2], saving

American electricity market participants over one-half billion
dollars per year [19]. The goal of this survey is to provide
a generic formulation of OPF, including a complete sum-
mary of objective functions, control variables and network
constraints.

Another issue with the existing surveys is that the OPF
models are restricted to conventional power generation that
use depletable resources. The declining price of renewable
energy technologies and the implementation of emissions
control policies will lead to a system dominated by VRE
sources in the future. To this end, this article aims to
provide a complete and detailed survey of OPF formulations
with VREs. By presenting a summary of OPF formulations
with VRE integration, this survey also highlights the key
modeling and computational challenges, along with potential
formulations to incorporate with the significant variability
and intermittency of VREs.

Another investigation followed in this paper is to numer-
ically evaluate the impact of various objective functions on
the OPF results. For this aim, the IEEE RTS test case is
considered and multi-period OPF is performed by using
GAMS. The simulation results and impacts of each objective
function on the power system performance are illustrated and
discussed.
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FIGURE 2. Categorization of conventional OPF objectives.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II presents a brief introduction to the basic mathe-
matical formulation of OPF problems. Section III describes
the generic OPF formulation with conventional electricity
generators and provides a complete summary of objective
functions, control variables and network constraints with
detailed explanations and numerical evaluations. The OPF
formulation with VRE integration is provided in Section IV.
OPF in distribution systems with DERs is briefly discussed
in Section V. Promising areas of future work are concluded
and summarized in Section VI.

II. BASIC OPF PROBLEM MODELLING
OPF problem formulation is concerned with the setting
of control variables for the steady-state performance of
the power system with respect to a predefined objective
function, subject to various equality and inequality network
constraints.

Themajority of OPF formulations can be represented using
the following general form:

min f (u, x)

s.t. g(u, x) = 0

h(u, x) ⩽ 0 (1)

In this formulation, x represents state variables and u
represents control variables. The objective function f (u, x)
represents the system optimization goal. Vector functions
g(u, x) and h(u, x) represent system equality and inequality
constraints, respectively. Depending on the selection of f , g
and h, the OPF problem may become a nonlinear, convex,
linear or mixed integer-linear/nonlinear problem.

III. SURVEY OF CONVENTIONAL OPF FORMULATIONS
Literature related to both conventional OPF problems and
OPF considering renewable integration are surveyed. In this
section, a survey of conventional OPF objective, control
variables and constraints is conducted. Summary tables and
categorization graphs are provided, along with highlights of
each formulation.

A. CONVENTIONAL OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
Fig. 2 shows a categorization of the conventional objectives
found in the literature. Table 2 provides the list of refer-
ences with formulations based on each of these objective
categories.

Within the category of cost related objectives, some are
represented in a linear function, such as the reserve cost
objectives formulated as a linear function of reserves [42],
[60], [61], procurement cost calculated from a linear function
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TABLE 2. Conventional OPF objectives with references.

of purchased amount [55], [57], re-dispatch cost written in
a linear function of dispatch [52], [53], [54], and security
risk represented by a linear function of interruption costs
of loads [70]. The generation cost [40], [41], [42], [43],
[44], [45], [46], [47], load shedding cost [32], control
costs [58], and emission functions [29], [35], on the other
hand, are primarily represented with a quadratic form. The
minimization of the power generation cost is the objective
commonly adopted in the existing literature [21], [29], [32],
[33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [40], [41], [42], [43],
[44], [45], [46], [47], [49]. Although several studies use a
linear cost function to approximate the real power generation
cost [36], [38], most of the current research employed
a second order polynomial function to compute the total
cost for the real power generation cost and reactive power
generation cost [21], [29], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37],
[38], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [49].
In addition to adopting the quadratic functions to represent
the real power generation cost, some scholars also consider
the valve-point effects to obtain a more accurate model and
modify the quadratic function to a non-smooth cost function
to include the ripple curve created by valve-point effect [29],
[32], [34]. Mathematical formulas and explanations under
each specific conventional objective function are shown in
details as follows.

1) REAL POWER GENERATION COST
Minimization of active power generation cost or generation
fuel cost is the most common optimization objective for the
economic-based operation of the power system.

a: QUADRATIC FORM

f1(PG) =

NG∑
i=1

(ai + biPGi + ciP2Gi) (2)

where
- NG is the number of generators including the slack

generators in the power systems under study;
- ai, bi, ci are the basic, linear and quadratic cost

coefficient of the ith generator;
- PGi is the active power output of the ith generator:

FCit (PG,it ) = ai × P2G,it + bi × PG,it + ci (3)

where ai, bi, ci are the fuel cost coefficients for the ith unit.

b: QUADRATIC FORM WITH VALVE POINT EFFECTS
Since it is important to consider the valve-point effects to
obtain a more accurate model, the cost function can be
modified to include the ripple curve created by valve-point
effect as follows:

FCit (PG,it ) = ai × P2G,it + bi × PG,it + ci

+

∣∣∣ei × sin(fi × (Pmin
G,i − PG,it ))

∣∣∣ (4)

where ei, fi are cost coefficients, and Pmin
G,i is the minimum

output of the ith unit.

2) REAL POWER RE-DISPATCH COST
Real power generation re-dispatch cost (GRC) across the
entire decision horizon can be formulated as follows:

GRC =

∑
i∈NG

(cuitP
u
G,it + cditP

d
G,it ) ∀t (5)

where
- PuG,it and P

d
G,it are the increased and decreased in active

power generation of unit i at time t , respectively;
- cuit and c

d
it are cost of increase and decrease in active power

generation of unit i at time t , respectively.

3) REAL POWER PROCUREMENT COST
The power procurement cost function is usually used in
reserve necessary for real-time re-dispatch decision-making.

Minimize
NGp∑
i=1

Ppiλ (6)

where
- NGp is the number of generators in the power market

pool;
- λ is the electricity price (in $/kWh);
- Ppi is the real power purchased from pool by the ith

generator.
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4) REACTIVE POWER GENERATION COST
Cost of reactive power generation CQG,i can be formulated
as:

CQG,i =

∑
i∈NG

(aQ ∗ Q2
G,i + bQ ∗ QG,i + cQ)

=

∑
i∈NG

(ai ∗ sin2θ ∗ Q2
G,i + bi ∗ sin θ ∗ QG,i + ci)

(7)

where aQ, bQ, cQ are reactive power cost coefficients and
these coefficients are determined from ai, bi, ci, i.e., the active
power cost coefficients by modified triangle method.

Other than the cost for generation plants, cost associated
with shunt capacitors such as SVC and other reactive power
providers such as FACTS devices can also be included.

Minimize CQ =

NG∑
i=1

CQi +
NC∑
j=1

CSVCj +
NF∑
k=1

CFACTSk

CQi = ai + biQi
CSVCj = aj + bjQj + cjQ2

j

,CFACTSk = ak + bkQk + ckQ2
k (8)

where
- NG is the number of generators including the slack

generators in the network;
- NC is number of shunt capacitor in the network;
- NF is the number of FACTS devices in the network;
- ai, bi are the basic and linear cost coefficient of the ith

generator;
- aj, bj, cj are the basic, linear and quadratic cost coefficient

of the jth capacitor;
- ak , bk , ck are the basic, linear and quadratic cost

coefficient of the k th FACTS device;
-Qi,Qj,Qk is the reactive power output of the ith generator,

the jth capacitor and the k th FACTS device, respectively.
Another way to consider reactive power generation cost

is by considering the opportunity cost. The opportunity cost
of using a resource for one purpose is defined as the benefit
lost by not being able to use in another (or at another time)
alternative way. For example, a generator has to decrease
active power production because of its reactive power needs
which will in turn reduce the opportunity of obtaining profits
from the active power market. The profit of decreased active
power production (implicit financial loss to generator) is
modeled as the reactive power opportunity cost.

A simple model for opportunity cost is as below:

fq,i(QG,i) = [fp,i(Smax
G,i ) − fp,i(

√
Smax2
G,i − QG,i2)] ∗ rG,i, (9)

where
- QG,i is the reactive power output of generator i;
- Smax

G,i is the maximum apparent power of generator i;
- fp,i(·) is the active power cost, which is modeled as a

quadratic function;
- rG,i is an assumed profit rate for active power

generation i.

5) REACTIVE POWER PROCUREMENT COST
Reactive power in the power systems usually comes from
three sources: from generators, capacitors, and from line
charging reactive resources.

We assume that the reactive compensators are static
capacitors owned by private investors and installed at some
selected buses. The charge for using capacitors can be
assumed to be proportional to the amount of the reactive
power output purchased and can be expressed as:

CQC,j = rC,j ∗ QC,j (10)

where rC,j and QC,j are the reactive price and amount
purchased, respectively.

An alternative formulation of CQC,j is as below:

CQC,j =
cC ∗ QC,j

lifespan ∗ usage
(11)

where cC is capital investment cost of the capacitor per MVar.
Cost for the line charging reactive sources CQCh,k can be

formulated as:

CQCh,k = rCh,k ∗ QCh,k (12)

where rCh,k is per unit cost of reactive power supplied by line
charging which is assumed to be equal to the average per unit
cost of all reactive power sources present in the system.
QCh,k is the total reactive power supplied by line charging

and is formulated as:

QCh,k =

∑
n∈NB

∑
m∈�n

QCh,mn

=

∑
n∈NB

∑
m∈�n

(V 2
n
yCh,nm

2
+ V 2

m
yCh,nm

2
) (13)

where Vn and Vm are voltage magnitudes at the end bus n and
m, and yCh,nm is line charging admittance of branch nm.

6) ACTIVE/REACTIVE POWER RESCHEDULE
Active/Reactive power reschedule is usually used in
security-constrained OPF to stabilize the contingencies that
will threaten the power system stability.

Active power reschedule can be formulated as below:

1PG =

∑
i∈�G

(PG,i − P0G,i)
2

(14)

where P0G,i is the initial active power generation at generator
i, and PG,i is the active power generation after the re-
dispatching. Reactive power reschedule amount can be
formulated similarly.

7) REACTIVE POWER GENERATION
Due to the increasing demand and insufficient generation
capacity expansion, voltage stability has become a major
concern in power system planning and operation. Reactive
power generation is critical in maintaining the voltage levels.
Therefore, it is of paramount importance to present sufficient
amount of reactive power generation to secure and guarantee
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the reliable operation of power system. One way to maximize
the system reactive power generation is to maximize systemś
inherent reactive power generation, i.e., to maximize the line
charging reactive power output

Maximize Qch =

Nbr∑
ij=1

QCij (15)

QCij = V 2
i
yCij
2

+ V 2
j
yCij
2

(16)

where QCij is reactive power supplied by line charging of
branch ij.

8) REAL POWER RESERVE COST
The United States Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) defines the ancillary services as: ‘‘those services
necessary to support the transmission of electric power from
seller to purchaser given the obligations of control areas and
transmitting utilities within those control areas to maintain
reliable operations of the interconnected transmission sys-
tem.’’

Real power reserves, such as spinning reserves, non-
spinning reserves and ramp-up/down reserves, are important
form of ancillary services that support the re-dispatching
and regulations under load fluctuation, renewable energy
uncertainty and possible contingencies.

An example formulation for ancillary service cost, con-
sidering up-ramp, down-ramp, spinning and non-spinning
reserve cost is as below:

ASC =

∑
i∈IRU

fu,i(Ru,i) +

∑
i∈ISP

fs,i(Rs,i)

+

∑
i∈INS

fn,i(Rn,i) +

∑
i∈IRD

fd,i(Rd,i) (17)

where
- fd,it (·), fu,it (·), fs,it (·), fn,it (·) represent the cost of gener-

ating unit i at time t for down-ramp, up-ramp, spinning and
non-spinning reserve, respectively;

- Rd,i,Ru,i,Rs,i,Rn,i represent the reserve amount of
generating unit i;
- IRU , ISP, INS , IRD represent the set of generators provid-

ing up-ramp, spinning and non-spinning, down-ramp reserve,
respectively.

9) REACTIVE POWER RESERVE (COST)
Reactive power reserve is another important ancillary service
in the electric systems, which provide the ability to produce
or absorb reactive power and maintain the voltage level of the
system. Example formulations are as follows:

Qmax
res =

∑
i∈NG

wi∗Qmax
res,i (18)

Qmax
res,i = Qmax

G,i − QG,i (19)

where
- Qmax

res is the sum of reactive reserves of the system to be
optimized;

- Qmax
res,i is the reactive reserve of the i-th generator, which

is the difference between the maximum reactive generation
Qmax
G,i and reactive power dispatched Qres,i;
- wi is the weight factor of the i-th generator.

10) LOAD SHEDDING
Load shedding is a signal that the system is not able to meet
the load requirements. Minimizing load shedding can be seen
as a reliability objective and can be formulated as:

Minimize
ND∑
d

LSHd (20)

where
- ND is the number of loads in the network;
- LSHd is the load shedding at load d .
Amount of load shedding can be represented with load

shedding factors, formulated as below:∑
n∈NB

PL,n ∗ θn (21)

where PL,n is active and reactive loads at bus i, and θn
represents the fraction of load curtailed in the bus.

11) LOAD SHEDDING COST
According to the load controlling scheme, load shedding
always comes with cost, which may come from the economic
damage to the costumers or the price paid based on contract.
Quadratic formulation of load shedding cost is as follows:

NL∑
i=1

(p′
i + q′

iLshd,i + r ′
kL2shd,i) (22)

where
- p′

i, q
′
i and r ′

k are cost coefficients of load shedding at
load i;

- Lshd,i means the amount of load shed at load i.
Under the circumstances when contacts with customers

should be followed in terms of the maximum amount of load
to shed and the load shedding price, the following formulation
is available:

CLsh =

∑
i∈NL

∑
kt

[X tki · PC1
t
ki + U t

ki · PC2
t
ki] · CCk (23)

where
- CCk is the curtailment cost of customer type k;
- PC1tki is the maximum curtailable MW at 1-hour notice

of type k at t at bus i;
- PC2tki is the maximum curtailable MW at 1-day notice of

type k at t at bus i;
- X tki is the level of curtailable load selection of type k at t at

bus i at 1-hour notice (0 to 1). It is assumed that, with 1-hour
notice, the load curtailment duration is shorter and is limited
to time-period t;
- U t

ki is the level of curtailable load selection of type k at t
at bus i at 1-day notice (0 to 1). It is assumed that with 1-day
advance notice, the customers can shift their load for longer
duration and it would give a MW and MVAr reduction for a
fixed number of hours S;
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- k represents the type of curtailable load by customer class
e.g. agricultural, industrial etc. (based on power factor and
curtailment cost of customers)

12) LOAD SHEDDING BENEFIT
Load shedding, as a form of control to the operators, can
be beneficial to the system as a whole. A possible way to
describe the load shedding benefit is as below:∑

i

∑
Type

(CL.λi ·1PDi,Type) (24)

where CL denotes the cost of lost load (dollars per MW
hour) and when multiplied with λi and1PDi,Type denotes the
ISOś benefit from demand reduction at a bus. Evidently, the
gross economic value of loss reduction from load curtailment
depends on location of load reduction, given by λi.

13) SUPPLIED LOAD
Another approach to limit the load shedding quantity in order
to maximize the customer benefit is to maximize the load to
supply. The amount of supplied load can be represented by
load factor: ∑

n∈NB

αn (25)

where αn is the load factor at bus n having existing load. The
load factor αn can be an optimization variable which enables
maximizing the picked-up load at the end of the optimization
process.

14) NUMBER OF CONTROL ACTIONS
Control actions in the system are associated with cost,
which can come from the degradation of the control devices,
the maintenance fee, the initial capital investment and the
operational cost of executing the control signal. As a result,
to reduce the number of control actions is an objective for the
utilities.

One way to model the number of controllable devices uses
the control variable status indicator that is associated with
each control variable. The formulation is as below:

NC =

Ncontrol∑
i=1

si (26)

where si represents control variable status, with 1 indicates a
control action and 0 meaning no action.

15) SHIFT OF CONTROL ACTIONS
Themagnitude of a control variable shift is another concern of
the utilities, and has appeared as an objective in the literature.
An example formulation of the shift of control actions is as
below:∑
i=1,TP

[Witp · (Ti − T 0
i )

2
] +

∑
i=1,PS

[Wips · (Ai − A0i )
2
]

+

∑
i=1,CP

[Wicp · (Bi − B0i )
2
] (27)

where
- T 0

i and Ti are transformer tap position before and after
the optimization, respectively;

- A0i and Ai are phase shifter angle before and after the
optimization, respectively;

- B0i and Bi are shunt capacitor susceptance before and after
the optimization, respectively;

- Witp, Wips, Wicp are weight factors associated each class
of control.

16) SYSTEM LOADABILITY
Loadability is a measure of the efficient use of transmission
lines in the system. Average loadability on all transmission
lines can be viewed as a system security index, formulated as
follows:

Average Loadability =
1
nT

NT∑
l=1

Sl
Smax
l

(28)

where
- nT is the number of transmission lines;
- Sl is the apparent power on line l;
- Smaxl is the maximum apparent power on line l.
In the function above, the apparent power on transmission

line l includes from the sending end to the receiving end, Slf ,
and the apparent power from the receiving end to the sending
end, Slt .Therefore, in the objective function, it is defined that

Sl =
1
2
(Slf + Slt ) (29)

The formulation of transmission line loadability can be
further modified to consider only the highly loaded lines [26].

17) VOLTAGE STABILITY
When representing the voltage stability constraint explicitly,
voltage stability indices are usually used. For example,
L-index:

Lmax = max(Li) and Lj =

∣∣∣∣∣1 −

g∑
i=1

Fji(
Vi
Vj
)

∣∣∣∣∣ (30)

where i = 1, 2, . . . , g are the generator buses and j =

g + 1, g + 2, . . . , n are the load buses, Fji is obtained from
Y bus matrix. The load bus corresponding to highest L-index
highlights the most critical bus and therefore Lmax can be a
metric for the proximity of the system to voltage collapse
point.Minimizing Lmax for different operating conditionswill
identify those for which for which system is most stable.

Voltage collapse point index (VCPI ):
The VCPI was proposed by Moghavvemi and Faruque

which is based on the concept of maximum power transferred
through the lines of the network:

VCPI (power) =
Pr

Pr(max)
=

Qr
Qr(max)

(31)

Pr(max) =
V 2
s

Zs

cosφ
4cos2((θ − φ)/2)

(32)
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Qr(max) =
V 2
s

Zs

sinφ
4cos2((θ − φ)/2)

(33)

where
- Pr and Qr are the real and reactive power transferred

to the receiving end and it is obtained from the power flow
calculations;

- Pr(max) and Qr(max) are the maximum active and reactive
power that can be transferred through a line;

- Vs is the sending end voltage;
- Zs is the line impedance;
- theta is the line impedance angle;
- φ = tan−1(Qr/Pr ) is the phase angle of the load

impedance.
Voltage stability can also be formulated with an optimiza-

tion problem which maximizing the load margin between the
base case load and the voltage collapse point. Voltage stability
can also be represented implicitly by an external problem.

18) CONSTRAINT VIOLATION
The number of constraint violations or the severity of
violations can be considered in objective for problems such
as system restoration, corrective control optimization and
worst case scenario identification. Constraint violation can be
formulated as below:

Violation =

∑
i∈NCon

δi (34)

whereNCon is the set of constraints, and δi can represent either
the violation status or as the relaxation variable of the ith

constraint.

19) SYSTEM POWER IMBALANCE
The system power imbalance is defined as the sum over all
buses of the absolute value of nodal power balance violations.
The absolute value is modeled in a linear fashion by two sets
of non-negative variables 1Pn:

Imbalance =

∑
n∈NB

(1Pn) (35)

Pinj,n = PG,n − PL,n −1Pn (36)

where
- Pinj,n is the power injection at bus n;
- PG,n and PL,n are generation and load at bus n,

respectively;
- NB is the set of buses.

20) SECURITY RISK
Security risk can represent the probable financial impact of
the event assuming the given condition. As an example, con-
sider risk calculation of voltage collapse. Voltage instability is
usually triggered by load parameter variations, transmission
system contingency and generator unit outage which lead to
reactive power deficiency. The probability of voltage collapse
can be formulated as:

Pr (coll) = [
∑
Ei

Pr(collEi) × Pr(Ei)]

+ [
∑
Gi

Pr(collGouti ) × Pr(Gouti )] (37)

where Pr(collEi) and Pr(collGouti ) are the probability of
voltage collapse under a given contingency Ei and a given
generator outage Gouti , respectively.

The impact of voltage instability is reflected through the
interruption cost (loss) of system loads due to local or
system-wide voltage collapse. For cost of load interruption
a uniform price per MW can be adopted, though or more
sophisticated forms have been proposed, e.g., individual
bus specific or even duration dependent cost (loss) function
across the system. The severity of the event over the affected
area is calculated as

Severity =

∑
bus

(Interrupted)bus

× (Associated Interruption Cost) (38)

The risk of voltage collapse for the conditions presented
above is calculated by providing its severity beside associated
probability [70], [79], as below:

Risk = Probability ∗ Severity (39)

21) POWER LOSSES
Minimizing active power losses is a common objective used
in power system optimization. Two forms of formulations are
available:
System : Total power losses equals to total power

generation minus total load network:

PLOSS =

NG∑
i=1

PGi −
NL∑
j=1

PLj (40)

where i and j are the bus numbers in the range of 1 − N .
An example of detailed formulation considering various

kinds of loss is as follows (considering AC, DC transmission
lines and voltage source converter (VSCs)):

PLOSS = Pacloss + Pdcloss + Pvscloss (41)

with the following components:
- AC transmission losses:

Pacloss = 0.5
NB∑
n=1

NB∑
m=1

gnm(V 2
n + V 2

m − 2VnVm cos(δn − δm))

(42)

- DC transmission losses:

Pdcloss = 0.5
MB∑
ndc=1

MB∑
mdc=1

gndcmdc (Vndc − Vmdc )
2 (43)

- Active power losses of VSCs:

Pvscloss =

MB∑
i=1

(Ali + BliIvi + CliI2vi) (44)

(IviVci)2 = P2ci + Q2
ci ∀i ∈ MB (45)
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where
- gnm is the conductance of the line nm;
- MB is the set of all DC buses;
- Ali,Bli,Cli are VSC loss coefficient of VSC i;
- Ivi is phase current of VSC valve of VSC i;
- Vci,Pci,Qci are voltage magnitude, active power and

reactive power at VSC ac bus.
Minimizing reactive power losses is also considered in the

OPF formulations, since reactive power is very important in
supporting power transmission and system security. Followed
is a possible formulation:

Minimize Qloss =

∑
QGi −

∑
QDi, i = 1, . . . ,Nb (46)

whereQGi,QDi are the reactive power generation and demand
at bus i, respectively.

22) POWER TRANSFER CAPABILITY
Available transfer capability (ATC), as a measure of the
transfer capability remaining in the physical transmission
network with respect to system security and stability, can be
formulated as the maximum power the system can transmit
from sources (generations) to sinks (loads). When viewing
ATC or total transfer capability (TTC) as objective, there are
possible formulations as follows:

min f (t) = −λ
∑
i∈SL

bPi (47)

where
- λ is the parameter controlling the amount of load

increment;
- SL is the node set in sink area;
- bPi is the real power load of the sink node i.
ATC for prescribed interfaces can be represented by:

ATC =

NTIE∑
l=1

(P∗
l − Pl) (48)

where NTIE is the number of tie lines across the interface,
in which the active powers share the same prescribed
direction; and Pl is the active power-flow of tie line l.
Variables with subscript * represent those at the critical
equilibrium point, while variables without subscript * denote
those at the current operating point.

ATC for the entire system can also be formulated as the
maximum loading distance:

ATC =

∑
i∈Sink

(PDi(λ∗) −

∑
i∈Sink

PDi(λ0)

or ATC = λ∗
− λ0 (49)

where λ is the scalar parameter representing the increase in
bus load or generation. λ0 corresponds to the base case and
λ∗ corresponds to the maximal transfer.

∑
i∈Sink

(PDi(λ) is sum

of load at sink area corresponds to λ.

23) LOOP FLOW
Loop flow, also called transit flow, parallel path flow or
circulating flow, refers to the fact that the power can flow
through several paths in a meshed network. Unscheduled
loop flow becomes a concern when it adds to the loading of
inner and interconnection transmission lines and endangers
security, moving the system to insecure state or even
emergency state.

A way to formulation loop flow is as follows. Consider
a system exchanging power with the remaining of the
interconnection through NTIE tie-line, in which the active
power pl are counted positively when exiting the system.
Intuitively, there is a loop flow if some lines are bringing
power in and some others are taking it out. This means that
not all pl have the same sign, which leads to the formulation
as below:

LF =
1
2
(
NTIE∑
l=1

|pl | −

∣∣∣∣∣
NTIE∑
l=1

pl

∣∣∣∣∣) (50)

where NTIE is the set of tie lines.

24) DEMAND BENEFIT
When considering demand sidemanagement (DSM), demand
benefit can be an important optimization objective. Following
is an example formulation considering both demand benefit
and generation cost:

maximize [f (x, u) =

Nc∑
c=1

Bc(d) −

Ng∑
g=1

Cg(s)] (51)

Bc(d) = Bc(dp, dq) = Bpc(dp) + Bqc(dq) (52)

Cg(s) = Cg(sp, sq) = Cpg(sp) + Cpg(sq) (53)

where
- Nc, Ng are the set of pool load buses and the set of pool

generator buses, respectively;
- d , s are the demand vector and supply vector, respectively;
- Bc(d), Cg(s) are the benefit of consumer c and the cost of

supplier g;
- Production costs and demand benefit functions are

quadratic functions of active and reactive power of loads and
generators, as follows:

Cpg(sp) = a0g + a1gspg + a2gs
2
pg (54)

Cqg(sq) = a0g + a1g
∣∣sqg∣∣+ a2gs

2
qg (55)

Bpc(dp) = b0c + b1cdpc + b2cd
2
pc (56)

Bpc(dq) = −Bq0c[dqc − γ dpc]2 (57)

25) SOCIAL WELFARE
Social welfare means the benefit of all the participants, i.e.
consumersánd producersśurplus, which can be formulated as:

Social Welfare =

∑
i∈C

Bi(xi) −

∑
j∈G

Cj(xj) (58)

where C(x) is the cost function of production that represents
the producers, which could include the cost associate with
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real and reactive power generation, reserve capacity, load
shedding, and so on. And B(x) is the benefit function of
consumption at quantity x that represents the consumers,
which can be modelled by a quadratic function.

26) ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
The emission function can be presented as the sum of all
types of emissions considered, such as NOx , SOx , thermal
emission, etc. The amount of NOx and SOx emission, which
is given as a function of generator output that is the sum
of a quadratic and exponential function, is considered in the
following formulation:

EC =

∑
i∈NG

∑
t∈T

(
αi ∗ P2G,it + βi ∗ PG,it

+ γi + ςi exp
(
λi ∗ PG,i t

))
(59)

where αi, βi, γi, ςi and αi are emission coefficients for the i-th
unit.

27) NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS
In this section, the IEEE RTS power system is used to
demonstrate the impact of different objective functions on
the AC OPF results. For this aim, first, some indices are
introduced to calculate the effectiveness of the OPF results in
terms of different power system aspects including generation
cost, voltage index, power loss, lost loads, environmental
impacts. Furthermore, a multi-period AC OPF is formulated
in GAMS and solved considering various objective functions
introduced in previous sections. The results are given in
Table 3, where, VI is voltage index and given by (60) [89].

VI =

Nbus∑
i=1

( Nt∑
t=1

(V ∗
n − Vit )2

)
(60)

where i refers to the system bus, t indicates the time period,
Nbus and Nt are the number of buses and time periods,
respectively. Generation cost is calculated by (2). Power loss
index (PLI) represents the real power loss of the system and
is calculated as shown in (61).

PLI =

Nbus∑
i=1

Nbus∑
j̸=i

Nt∑
t=1

(Pij,t + Pji,t )

For all i ̸= j if ij are connected. (61)

where Pij is the power flowing the line between bus i and bus
j. Since the signs are different, the sum of them (difference
of them) is equal to the line loss. Furthermore, lost load
index (LLI) refers to not supplied loads and is calculated
by (20). Finally, the environment index (EMI) is the impact
of the generation units on the air pollution given in (59). The
emission coefficients of the proposed test case are given in
Table 4.
Shown in Table 3, the voltage index as one of the important

technical and functional characteristics of the power system
highly depends on the objective function of OPF. Fig. 3
shows that considering the voltage-related objective functions

TABLE 3. Comparison of Performance under Various objective functions
in the OPF solution.

TABLE 4. Assumed emission coefficients for generation units in IEEE RTS.

FIGURE 3. The impact of various OPF objective functions on voltage
index.

can significantly improve this voltage index. The real power
generation cost and the lost load index can be considered
almost opposite to each other. In other words, generation
cost is based on reducing unit generations to reduce the
costs, while the lost load index is based on increasing the
generation of the units to supply all system loads taking
into account the equality and inequality constraints. Fig. 4
shows the change in generation cost and lost load index
through changing the objective functions. According to
Fig. 4, it is evident that, although generation cost-based
objective functions have approximately the same generation
cost, the amount of the lost load decreased by considering the
cost effects of the valve. The load-shedding-based objective
functions set the lost load at zero but increased the generation
cost dramatically.

The presented data in Table 3 show that the reactive
power generation cost objective function has a negative
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FIGURE 4. The impact of various OPF objective functions on generation
cost and lost load.

FIGURE 5. The impact of various OPF objective functions on active power
loss.

effect on many power system performance indices. In other
words, although it improved the lost load index, it extremely
increases the generation cost, voltage index, active power
loss, and air emissions. The impact of the various OPF
objective functions on the total active loss of the power
system is shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the active
power loss is almost in the same range for different
objective functions except for voltage quality and power loss
objective functions. It can be concluded that the voltage
quality objective function is the worst and active power
loss is evidently the best objective function in terms of
real power loss in the power system planning through
OPF.

Finally, in terms of computation burden and the number
of iterations, almost all the objective functions have the same
performance. Therefore, selecting the OPF objective function
doesn’t have a critical impact on the computation time of the
simulation.

B. CONVENTIONAL CONTROL VARIABLES
Fig. 6 shows a categorization of the conventional con-
trol variables found in literature, including traditional
controls, uncertainty-related controls, load & storage-
related controls, and transmission devices-related controls.
Tables 5-8 summarize the conventional control variables
found in corresponding literature with references, and the

FIGURE 6. Categorization of conventional control variables.

TABLE 5. Categories of uncertainty-related control variables with
references.

TABLE 6. Categories of transmission devices related control variables
with references.

TABLE 7. Categories of load and storage related control variables with
references.

control variable types of being continuous, discrete or binary
are considered as well.

C. CONVENTIONAL CONSTRAINTS
The OPF solves the economic dispatch problem by adding
additional constraints to the optimization problem. The key
addition to the economic dispatch problem is the inclusion
of network constraints, which are categorized into two types:
equality constraints and inequality constraints. Fig. 7 shows
the categorization of the conventional constraints found in the
literature. Table 9 summarizes the conventional constraints
found in the literature with references.

According to the categories from Fig. 7 and Table 9, the
detailed mathematical formulas and explanations under each
specific conventional objective function are further given and
shown as follows.
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TABLE 8. Categories of traditional control variables with references.

FIGURE 7. Categorization of conventional OPF constraints.

1) FULL AC POWER FLOW
The full version of the power flow equations is the alternating
current (AC) power flow.OPF formulations incorporatingAC

TABLE 9. Conventional OPF constraints with references.

power flow equations are both non-linear and non-convex.
AC power flow can be formulated in the polar form or
rectangular form, as follows.

a: POLAR FORM∑
i∈NGn

PG,it −

∑
d∈NLn

PL,dt

= |Vnt |
∑
m∈�n

|Vmt | ∗ [Gnm ∗ cos θnm + Bnm ∗ sin θnm] ∀n,∀t

=

∑
i∈NGn

QG,it −

∑
d∈NLn

QL,dt

|Vnt |
∑
m∈�n

|Vmt | ∗ [Gnm ∗ sin θnm − Bnm ∗ cos θnm] ∀n,∀t

(62)

b: RECTANGULAR FORM

Pi =

N∑
k=1

Gik (EiEk + FiFk ) + Bik (FiEk + EiFk )

Qi =

N∑
k=1

Gik (FiEk + EiFk ) − Bik (EiEk + FiFk ) (63)

In the rectangular form, bus voltages are represented by
their real and imaginary components E and F rather than
by magnitude and phase angle. The rectangular form has
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FIGURE 8. Equivalent circuit of DC terminal.

the advantage of eliminating trigonometric functions from
the constraint set and of having constant second partial
derivatives.

Loading parameter λ can also be included in the formula-
tion to formulate the power flow equation at the critical point.

2) DC POWER FLOW
Direct current (DC) power flow extends the decoupling
principle to form a linear power flow equation, by applying
the following two assumptions: (1) the resistances in the
transmission line are very small compared to the reactances
and as thus neglected; (2) the differences between adjacent
bus voltage angles are small. The formulation is as follows:

PG,n − PL,n =

∑
m∈�n

|Vi| |Vk |Bnm(δn − δm) ∀n ∈ NB

QG,n − QL,n =

∑
m∈�n

|Vi| |Vk | (−Bnm) ∀n ∈ NB (64)

When only the real power flow is considered and all
bus voltage magnitudes are approximated as 1.0, previous
equations turn into fully linearized DC power flow equation:

PG,n − PL,n =

∑
m∈�n

Bnm(δn − δm) ∀n ∈ NB (65)

Both form of DC power flow equations neglect network
losses, and inaccurately model or neglect the influence of
reactive power. These can introduce unacceptable level of
error in large power system models.

3) AC-DC CONVERTER EQUATIONS
The direct voltage and power at the converter are given by:

V dc
= aV ac cosα − RcIdc (66)

Pdc = V dcIdc (67)

where
- Rc is commutation resistance;
- a is the transformer tap setting;
- α is the firing angle.
As shown in Fig. 8, neglecting the losses in the converter

and its transformer and equating the expression for power on
the AC and DC sides, the equation for power factor angle
(ψ − ξ ) is given by:

V dc
= aV ac cos(ψ − ξ ) (68)

FIGURE 9. Generator capability curves.

and for the reactive power flowing from the AC bus into the
converter terminal is

Qdc = Pac tan(ψ − ξ ) (69)

where ψ is the alternating voltage angle and ξ is the
alternating current angle.

4) GENERATOR DYNAMIC EQUATIONS
The classical generator model for transient stability analysis
is adopted in the following formulation:

δ̇i = ωi − ω0 (70)

Miω̇i = ω0(−Diωi + Pmi − Pei) i ∈ NG (71)

Pei = E ′2
i G

′
ii +

NG∑
j=1̸=i

E ′
iE

′
jB′
ij sin

(
δi − δj

)
+ E ′

iE
′
jBG′

ij cos
(
δi − δj

)
(72)

where
- δi is rotor angle of i-th generator;
- ωi is rotor speed of i-th generator;
- ω0 is rated rotor speed of generators;
- Mi is the moment of inertia of i-th generator;
- Di is the damping constant of i-th generator;
- Pmi is the mechanic power input of i-th generator;
- Pei is the electric power output of i-th generator;
- E ′

i is the internal voltage magnitude of the i-th generator;
- G′

ij + jB′
ij is the transfer admittance between buses i

and j.

5) REAL/REACTIVE POWER GENERATION LIMITS
Active/reactive power generation limits reflect the generator
capacities, which mean that the active/reactive power output
of each generator in the network is restricted by lower and
upper limits as follows:

Pmin
G,i ⩽ PG,i ⩽ Pmax

G,i ∀i ∈ NG

Qmin
G,i ⩽ QG,i ⩽ Qmax

G,i ∀i ∈ NG (73)

The generator capacity curve is another way to describe the
generation capacity of the generators:

Fig. 9 shows different generator capability curves in
different zones. More specific expressions are shown below.
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Zone A: Mechanical Source Limit:

PG ⩽ Pmecmax (74)

Zone B: Stator Current Limit:

PG2
+ QG2

= (Vt Iamax)2 (75)

Zone C: Over Excitation Limit:

PG2
+ (QG +

V 2
t

Xq
)2 ⩽ (

VtEamax

Xd

+ V 2
t (

1
Xq

−
1
Xd

) cos(δ − θ ))2 (76)

Zone D: Under Excitation Limit:

PG2
+ (QG +

V 2
t

Xq
)2

⩾ (
VtEamin

Xd
+ V 2

t (
1
Xq

−
1
Xd

) cos(δ − θ))2 (77)

Zone E: Stability Limit:

PG2
∗ (QG +

V 2
t

Xq
) ⩽ (QG +

V 2
t

Xq
)3 (78)

where
- Pmecmax is the maximum mechanical input;
- Vt is the generator terminal voltage;
- Iamax is the maximum stator current;
- Xq and Xp are sub-transient and synchronous reactance of

generator, respectively;
- Eamax is the maximum stator voltage;
- δ and θ are generator rotor angle and terminal voltage

angle, respectively.

6) GENERATION CONTRACT
In a power market, generators may sign a contract to
guarantee the amount of generation output for a time horizon:

CPLi ⩽
∑
t

PG,it ⩽ CPUi (79)

whereCPLi andCP
U
i means the lower bound and upper bound

of the available energy of unit i in the contact period.
In some cases, generators have fixed generation contract

for the scheduling horizon:∑
t

PG,it = CPi (80)

where CPi means the available energy of unit i in the contact
period.

7) GENERATION RAMPING LIMITS
In the actual operating process of the generating unit, the
operating range of all on-line units is restricted by their ramp
rate limits. The inequality constraints due to the ramp limits
are:

i) if power generation increases

PG,i − P0G,i ⩽ PUR,i1t, ∀i ∈ NG (81)

ii) if power generation decreases

P0G,i − PG,i ⩽ PDR,i1t, ∀i ∈ NG (82)

wherePUR,i (MW/h) is the up-ramp limit of the i-th generator;
and PDR,i (MW/h) is the down-ramp limit of the i-th
generator.

8) REAL/REACTIVE POWER RESERVE CONSUMING LIMITS
In the operating stage, the usable reserve is limited by its pre-
dispatched quantity. Example formulations are as follows.

−PDR,i ⩽ 1PG,i ⩽ PUR,i
−QDR,i ⩽ 1QG,i ⩽ QUR,i (83)

where
- PDR,i and P

U
R,i are the maximum downward and upward

reserve of real power from unit i;
-1PG,i is the deployed reserve of real power by generating

unit i in the operating condition;
- QDR,i and Q

U
R,i are the maximum downward and upward

reserve of reactive power from unit i;
- 1QG,i is the deployed reserve of reactive power by

generating unit i in the operating condition.

9) ANCILLARY RESERVE SCHEDULING REQUIREMENTS
The capacity reserve constraints are inequality constraints to
ensure the right amount of capacity is procured according to
the prescribed ancillary service requirements that are usually
defined offline based on the load forecast and other operating
system conditions. In the operational planning stage, the
ancillary reserve capacity should be scheduled to fulfill the
requirements, respecting the bid limits set by the bidders and
the physical limits.

a: REGULATION UP REQUIREMENT
The following equation specifies the amount of reg-up that
needs to be procured from generators in each region:

RRUj −

∑
i∈IRU∩Zj

RUi ⩽ 0 (84)

where
- RRUj : requirement of reg-up in region;
- Zj: set of nodes in region.

b: SPINNING RESERVE REQUIREMENT
The total amount of reg-up and spin that needs to be procured
from resources in each region is specified as

RRUj + RSPj −

∑
i∈IRU∩Zj

RUi −
∑

i∈ISP∩Zj

SPi ⩽ 0 (85)

where RSPj denotes the requirement of spin in region.
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c: NON-SPINNING RESERVE REQUIREMENT
The total amount of reg-up, spin, and non-spin that needs to
be procured from resources in each region is specified as

RRUj + RSPj + RNSj −

∑
i∈IRU∩Zj

RUi

−

∑
i∈ISP∩Zj

SPi −
∑

i∈INS∩Zj

NSi ⩽ 0 (86)

where RNSj denotes the requirement of non-spin in region.

d: REGULATION DOWN REQUIREMENT
The amount of reg-down RRDj that needs to be procured from
generators in each region is specified as

RRDj −

∑
i∈IRD∩Zj

RDi ⩽ 0 (87)

e: REGULATION UP BID LIMIT
The awarded quantity for reg-up for each generator must
be nonnegative and may not be greater than an upper limit
RUmax

i , which represents the bid limit or physical limits such
as ramp rates

0 ⩽ RUi ⩽ RUmax
i (88)

f: SPINNING BID LIMIT
Similarly, the awarded quantity for spin is non-negative and
limited by an upper limit SPmax

i as follows:

0 ⩽ SPi ⩽ SPmax
i (89)

g: NON-SPINNING BID LIMIT
The awarded quantity for non-spin is also non-negative and
limited by an upper limit NSmax

i as follows:

0 ⩽ NSi ⩽ NSmax
i (90)

The non-spin bid quantity is a continuous variable from
zero to the upper limit. However, if the resource is offline in
real-time when the non-spin capacity is called upon to deliver
energy, the resource will be dispatched to at least its minimum
load according to the resourceś energy bid in real time.

h: REGULATION DOWN BID LIMIT
The awarded quantity for reg-down is also non-negative and
limited by an upper limit RDmax

i as follows:

0 ⩽ RDi ⩽ RDmax
i (91)

10) LOAD SHEDDING LIMITS
Load shedding quantity is restricted by the total load at the
node, as well as the load shedding policy or agreement with
costumers. Example formulation is as follows:

0 ⩽ LSHd ⩽ LPd ∀d ∈ D (92)

where
- LSHd is the load shedding amount at load d ;
- LPd is the real power demand at load d .

11) FLEXIBLE DEMAND LIMITS
Loads can be classified into constant power loads and
dispatchable loads. The real power and reactive power of
constant power loads are usually not controllable, except
under load shedding. On the other hand, dispatchable
loads or flexible loads are controllable, and they can be
viewed as generators with negative power outputs. Example
formulations are as follows:

Pmin
Li ⩽ PLi ⩽ Pmax

Li

Qmin
Li ⩽ QLi ⩽ Qmax

Li (93)

where
- Pmin

Li ,PLi,P
max
Li are the minimum, dispatched and maxi-

mum real power demand dispatched at load i, respectively;
- Qmin

Li ,QLi,Q
max
Li are the minimum, dispatched and

maximum reactive power demand dispatched at load i,
respectively.

12) CONVENTIONAL CONTROL LIMITS (SHUNT CAPACITOR,
TRANSFORMER, PHASE SHIFTER)
Control devices are constrained by their physical limits. Here
are some examples: switchable shunt capacitors are restricted
by their lower and upper reactive power limit, and transformer
tap has maximum and minimum tap ratio. Their formulations
are as follows.

a: SHUNT CAPACITORS

qci−min ⩽ qci ⩽ qci−max i ∈ Nc (94)

qci = qci−min + Nci ∗1qci (95)

b: TRANSFORMER TAPPING

Tci−min ⩽ Tci ⩽ Tci−max i ∈ NT (96)

Ti = Ti−min + NTi ∗1Ti (97)

c: TRANSFORMER TAPPING

φmin ⩽ φ ⩽ φmax (98)

where
- qci−min, qci, qci−max are the maximum, selected and

minimum reactive power from shunt capacitor i, respectively;
- Nci,1qci are number of steps and step size of shunt

capacitor i, respectively;
- Ti−min,Ti,Ti−max are the maximum, selected and mini-

mum tap ratio of transformer i, respectively;
- NTi,1Ti are number of steps and step size of transformer

i, respectively;
- φmin, φ, φmax are the maximum, selected and minimum

angle of phase shifter.

13) FACTS DEVICE LIMITS
Example formulation of FACTS constraints is as below:
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a: TCSC CONTROLS (A KIND OF FACTS DEVICES)

xmin
TCSC ⩽ xTCSC ⩽ xmax

TCSC (99)

where xTCSC is the control variable for TCSC,xmin
TCSC and

xmax
TCSC are the minimum and maximum value of the control
variable.

14) NUMBER OF CONTROL ACTIONS LIMITS
Constraints for the number of control actions can be
formulated with control variable status indicator si:

si(umin
i − u0i ) ⩽ ui − u0i ⩽ si(umax

i − u0i ) i = 1, . . . , n
n∑
i=1

si ⩽ N si ∈ {0, 1} i = 1, . . . , n (100)

where si indicates the statues of the corresponding control
variable, with 1 meaning control actions and 0 meaning no
action.

15) BUS VOLTAGE LIMITS
Both the load and generation voltage buses are restricted by
lower and upper limits as follows:

Vmin
n ⩽ Vn ⩽ Vmax

n ∀n (101)

There are also alternative formulations such as RMS
voltage magnitude limit formulation as follows:

vmin ⩽

√√√√∣∣∣v(1)i ∣∣∣2 +

hmax∑
h=2

∣∣∣v(h)i ∣∣∣2 ⩽ vmax (102)

16) BRANCH FLOW LIMITS
The power flow through transmission line must not exceed
a maximum limit that is decided based on the characters
of the line and the surrounding environment out of security
consideration. Branch power flow of both directions should
be limited.

−Smax
nm ⩽ Snmt ⩽ Smax

nm ∀n,∀m ∈ �n (103)

where Smax
nm is the maximum rating of transmission line

connecting bus n and m.

17) TRANSMISSION INTERFACE LIMITS
The power flow through each tie line or interface is constraint
by its maximum and minimum capability:

−Smax
l ⩽ Slt ⩽ Smax

l ∀l ∈ NT ,∀t (104)

where NT is the set of tie lines, Smax
l is the maximum power

flow through the tie line l, and Slt is the power flow through
tie line l at time t .

18) SMALL SIGNAL STABILITY
According to the theory of small signal stability, the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system state matrix can
reflect the stability of the system at the operating point and
the characteristics of the oscillation. Particularly, a positive

real eigenvalue or real part of a complex pair of eigenvalues
represents the small signal instability of test power system.
The following equation denotes the small signal stability
constraints.

Re (λi) < 0 ∀i ∈ NE

or Re (λi) ⩽ λmax < 0 (105)

where Re (λi) is the real part of the i-th eigenvalue, and λmax
is the maximum allowed negative eigenvalue.

19) TRANSIENT STABILITY
Generatorsángles with respect to the center of inertia (COI)
are commonly used to indicate whether or not the system
is stable when an explicit transient stability constraint is
preferred. For a NG-generator system with rotor angles δi and
inertia constantMi, the position of COI is defined as

δCOI =

NG∑
i=1

Miδi

NG∑
i=1

Mi

(106)

The inequality constraints of transient stability are formu-
lated as

|δi − δCOI |max ⩽ δmax (107)

where |δi − δCOI |max corresponds to the maximum rotor
angle deviation of i-th generator from COI, and δmax is the
maximum allowable rotor angle deviation. The setting of
δmax is often based on operation experience. Most utilities
would have it set to 100◦

− 120◦ to allow the system to have
sufficient stability margin.

20) VOLTAGE STABILITY
As discussed in 3.3.17, explicit voltage stability constraints
are usually formulated based on indexes such as L-index or
VCPI index. Example of voltage stability formulation using
VCPI index is as follows:

VCPImax ⩽ VCPIlim (108)

where VCPIlim is a desired threshold value to ensure a certain
system security level and VCPImax is the maximum value of
the VCPI index defined as

VCPImax = max(VCPIi), i = 1, . . . ,NT (109)

and NT is the total number of lines in the system.
The maximum loading margin λ∗ is constraint by:

λ∗min ⩽ λ∗ ⩽ λ∗max (110)

where λ is the parameter that drives the system to its
maximum loading condition, and λ∗ represents the maximum
loading margin associated with the critical conditions.
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21) SECURITY RISK CONSTRAINTS
Risk is a probabilistic index designed to reflect the overall
stress of the systemś operating condition under uncertainties.
It extends from the notion of risk as an expected severity,
i.e., the summation over possible contingency states of each
stateś probability multiplied by its severity. Risk indices
can be calculated for severity capturing overload, cascading
overload, low voltage, and voltage instability.

Taking the risk of post-contingency circuit overloading as
an example, the systemś overall risk can be expressed as:

Risk(g1(P0), . . . , gNC (P0)) =

NC∑
k=1

(Prk ∗ Sev(gk (P0)))

(111)

where NC is the number of contingencies, Prk and Sev(·)
are occurrence probability and severity function for the kth
contingency, respectively. P0 is the bus real power injection
vector at normal state, and gk (P0) is the circuit power flow
vector at the k-th contingency.

22) EMISSION CONSTRAINTS
The unit specific maximum hourly emission rate constraints
at each generating unit may be represented as:∑

i

eni Ri ⩽ Eni + Ani ∀n ∈ NA (112)

where
- eni represents the emissions of pollutant n released per

MWh from operation of generating unit at bus i;
- Eni represents the emissions constraint imposed by the

appropriate regulatory authority;
- Ani represents the quantity of any additional emissions

allowance.
System-wide emission constraints designed to limit total

annual emissions may be represented as:∑
i

eni Ri ⩽ En + An ∀n ∈ NA (113)

IV. SURVEY OF OPF FORMULATIONS WITH VARIABLE
RENEWABLE ENERGY INTEGRATION
In this section, a survey of OPF objectives, control variables
and constraints that are closely related to VRE integration
is conducted. Summary tables and categorization graphs are
provided, along with detailed formulations and explanations.
literature-related OPF problem formulations considering
VRE integration are surveyed.

A. VRE RELATED OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
Fig. 10 shows a categorization of the renewable-related
objectives found in the literature. Table 10 summarizes
the renewable-related objective found in the literature with
references.

According to the categories from Fig. 6 and Table 7, the
detailed mathematical formulas and explanations under each

FIGURE 10. Categorization of VRE related OPF objectives.

TABLE 10. VRE related objective with references.

specific VRE related objective function are further given and
shown as follows.

1) WIND POWER GENERATION COST
Wind energy comes for free, but electricity generation using
wind is not free. Hardware and equipment cost money,
as well as operating and maintaining the wand farms.
Other than these, to deal with the variability of wind
power, back up generation are needed, which brings extra
costs.

CW =

NW∑
i=1

ai + biPWi (114)

where
- NW is the number of wind farms in the network;
- ai, bi are the basic and linear cost coefficient of the i-th

wind farm;
-PWi is the real power output of the i-th wind farm.
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2) WIND POWER SHORTAGE/SURPLUS COST
Cost of Wind Power Shortage can be defined as the cost
generated by utilizing the system spinning reserve to deal
with the situation in which the actual wind farm power output
is lower than the scheduled power output. Followed is a
possible formulation of this cost:

CL = KL · Pr (PWF < Pschedule)

× (Pschedule − EPWF<Pschedule(PWF )) (115)

where
- Pschedule, PWF are the scheduled and actual wind farm

power outputs (in KW), respectively;
- Pr(PWF < Pschedule) is the probability of wind power

shortage occurrence;
-EPWF<Pschedule(PWF ) is the expectation of wind farm power

output under PWF < Pschedule;
- KL is a coefficient representing the adequacy of system

spinning reserve and the difficulty to dispatch the spinning
reserve (in $/kWh).
Cost of Wind Power Surplus can be defined as the cost

generated by the environmental benefit loss caused by
decreasing wind farm power output. Followed is a possible
formulation:

CH = KH · Pr (PWF > Pschedule)

× (EPWF>Pschedule (PWF ) − Pschedule) (116)

where
- Pschedule, PWF are the scheduled and actual wind farm

power outputs (in KW), respectively;
- Pr(PWF > Pschedule) is the probability of wind power

surplus occurrence;
-EPWF>Pschedule(PWF ) is the expectation of wind farm power

output under PWF > Pschedule;
- KH is a coefficient representing the concerns for

environment by local government (in $/kWh).

3) WIND POWER SPILLAGE
Minimization of wind power production spillage or wind
energy curtailment is an objective to maximize the usage
of wind power generation. Wind power spillage can be
formulated as below:

WS =

NW∑
i=1

W SP
is (117)

where
- NW is the number of wind farms in the network;
-W SP

is is the wind power production spillage of wind farm
i under the wind scenario s.

4) DG PENETRATION LEVEL
An example objective function to maximize the DG penetra-
tion level with respect to total system capacity, while DG only

FIGURE 11. Categorization of VRE-related control variables.

delivering real power, can be defined as follows:

F(%) =

Nbus∑
i=1

(PinvDG,i + PsynDG,i)

MVATotal
× 100 (118)

where
- PinvDG,i,P

syn
DG,i are real power generation from inverter and

synchronous based DG units, respectively;
- MVATotal is the total system MVA.

5) STORAGE COST
Storage related cost includes degradation costs associated
with charging and discharging of storage device, and energy
storage operation costs.

SC =

∑
i∈NS

∑
t∈T

[CS ∗ (PdS,it + PcS,it ) + Ce ∗ ES,it ] (119)

where
- Ns is set of storage devices;
- Cs is the charging and discharging (degradation) cost of

storage;
- PdS,it ,P

c
S,it are the discharge and charge power of storage

device, respectively;
- Ce is the energy storage operation cost;
- ES,it is the energy level of storage device at time t .

B. VRE RELATED CONTROL VARIABLES
Fig. 11 shows a categorization of the VRE-related control
variables found in the literature. Table 11 summarizes
the VRE-related control variables found in corresponding
literature with references, and the control various types
of being either continuous or discrete are considered as
well.
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TABLE 11. Categories of VRE-related control variables with references.

FIGURE 12. Categorization of VRE-related OPF constraints.

C. VRE RELATED CONSTRAINTS
Fig. 12 shows a categorization of the renewable-related
constraints found in the literature. Table 12 summarizes the
renewable-related constraints found in the literature with
references.

According to the categories from Fig. 8 and Table 9, the
detailed mathematical formulas and explanations under each
specific VRE related constraint are further given and shown
as follows.

1) HVDC POWER FLOW EQUATIONS
High-voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission lines can
sometimes be a suitable choice for utilities to connect the
off-shore wind farms or VREs in remote locations to the
bulk transmission network. Different from the AC network,
DC lines has different power flow equations, and should be
formulated separately.

Following is an example of the power flow equations at
the HVDC connected nodes, together with the connection
diagram:

a: RECTIFIER SIDE

Pd,r (s, t) = Pwg(s, t) (120)

TABLE 12. VRE related constraints with references.

FIGURE 13. One-line diagram of the wind farm connection using the
HVDC link.

Qd,r (s, t) = QHVwg (s, t) + Bsh,rV 2
r (s, t) + Qsh,r (s, t) (121)

b: INVERTER SIDE

Pi(s, t) = PGi(t) + Pd,i(s, t) − PLi(t) (122)

Qi(s, t) = Qi(t) + BSh,iV 2
i (s, t)

− Qsh,i(s, t) − Qd,i(s, t) − QLi(t) (123)

where
- PGi(t),QGi(t) are the active/reactive power generation by

the thermal unit located in bus i;
- Pd,i is the active power flowing through the HVDC link

i;
- PLi(t),QLi(t) are the active/reactive load in bus i;
- BSh,i is the shunt admittance of passive filters at the ac

side of HVDC terminal i;
- QSh,i is the reactive power compensation at the ac side of

HVDC terminal i;
- Qd,i is the reactive power flowing into the ac side of the

HVDC link i;
- Pwg,Qwg are the active/reactive power output of wind

generator;
- Vi is the voltage magnitude at bus i.

2) CONVERTER LIMITS
To ensure the safe operation of the converter, the steady
state operating point must fulfill the PQ capacity limit. The
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operating area of a VSC HVDC is limited by the following
factors.
1) Constraint of IGBT Transistors Current:

−Icimax ⩽ Ici ⩽ Icimax (124)

where Icimax is the maximal current limit.
2) Constraint of Converter DC Voltage Level:

Udcimin ⩽ Udci ⩽ Udcimax (125)

where Udcimin,Udcimax is the minimal and maximal limit of
DC voltage, respectively.
3) Constraint of DC Cable Current:

−Idcmax ⩽ Idcij ⩽ Idcmax (126)

where
- Idcij is the current flow from DC bus i to j;
- Idcmax is the current rating of the DC cable.

3) GRID CODE FOR WIND FARM CONNECTION
Transmission systems operators will supply a wind farm
developer with a grid code to specify the requirements for
interconnection to the transmission grid. The code usually
specifies the requirements for power factor, frequency and
low voltage ride through capability. The grid code is usually
represented in the OPF as the following constraints of the
reactive power:

Qscapi ⩾ αPsi (127)

Usimin ⩽ Usi ⩽ Usimax (128)

where
- Qscapi =

√
S2si − P2si is the required reactive power

capacity of the grid code;
- Ssi is the MVA rating of the i-th converter;
- α is calculated based on the power factor needed, e.g., α

is 0.3287 if the power factor is chosen to be 0.95;
- Usi is the AC voltage magnitude of the converter

connected at PCC node;
-Usimax andUsimin is the maximal and minimal limit of AC

voltage defined by the grid code, respectively.

4) ANCILLARY RESERVE REQUIREMENTS CONSIDERING
VRES
In order to control the impact of renewable energy uncer-
tainty, more reserve is generally required. A formulation of
reserve requirement considering renewable uncertainty is as
below:∑
n∈CG

RSn +

∑
n∈CG

RAn ⩾ α ·

∑
n∈WG

En + β ·

∑
i

PDi (129)

where
- RS, RA are vectors of spinning reserve and AGC reserve,

respectively;
- E is the vector of expected energy not served (EENS) by

wind energy generation;
- PD is the vector of real power demand;

- α, β are the rates of EENS and demand carried by
reserves.

5) STORAGE CONSTRAINTS
The amount of energy storage at bus i is modeled as follows:

bk (t + 1) = bk (t) + rk (t)1t, for t = 1, . . . ,T − 1

(130)

where bk (t) denotes the amount of energy storage at time
t , with initial condition bk (1) = gk · rk (t) is the rate of
charge/discharge of energy at time t .
The amount of storage bk (t) and charge/discharge rate rk (t)

are respectively bounded by:

0 ⩽ bk (t) ⩽ Bmax
k , for t ∈ T (131)

Rmin
k ⩽ rk (t) ⩽ Rmax

k , for t ∈ 1, . . . ,T − 1 (132)

The network constraint considering storage is formulated
as:

Vk (t)I∗k (t) = bPgk (t) − Pdk (t) − rk (t)

+ [Qgk (t) − Qdk (t) − sk (t)]i (133)

where sk (t) is the reactive storage power inflow/outflow,
which is bounded as:

smin
k ⩽ sk (t) ⩽ smax

k (134)

6) WIND POWER GENERATION LIMITS
Like thermal generators, wind power generation is also
constrained by its maximum andminimum power generation.
Example formulation is as follows:

0 ⩽ PW ,w ⩽ PrateW ,w ∀w (135)

7) WIND POWER RAMPING CONSTRAINTS
The inter-temporal ramping constraint for the wind farm is
given by

−WRr ⩽ (PR,rt − PR,r(t−1)) ⩽ WRr ∀t, r ∈ NG (136)

8) RENEWABLE CHANCE/RISK CONSTRAINTS
Chance constraints are concerned of the possibilities that the
up-ramp and down-ramp capability of the system will be
sufficient to make up the differences between the predicted
and actual available wind power generation. An example
formulation is as below:

Pr{
∑
i∈NG

Pu,i ⩾
∑
j∈NW

(PW ,j − PavW ,j)} ⩾ cu (137)

Pr{
∑
i∈NG

Pd,i ⩾
∑
j∈NW

(PavW ,j − PW ,j)} ⩾ cd (138)

where cu, cd are the confidence levels for having sufficient
up and down regulation reserves.

These two constraints imply that the probabilities of
having sufficient reserve capability should be greater than the
confidence level of cu, cd , respectively.
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Chance constraint can also be used to represent the
probability to effectively utilize renewable generation. The
following chance constraint is associated with a risk level
(e.g., ε = 100%), which means the total utilization of wind
power has to be larger than or equal to (e.g., β = 85%) for
at least 100(1− ε) percent of chance. The constraint can help
utilities to comply with regulations which require a certain
percentage of wind power utilization at a high probability.

Pr(β
∑
r∈NR

PW (wrt ) ⩽
∑
r∈NR

pR,rt , ∀t) ⩾ 1 − ε (139)

where pR,rt is the wind power sold in real time market at
time t .

V. OPF IN DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS WITH DERS
In this section, a brief survey of ACOPF in the distribution
systems is provided. Electric power distribution networks
are optimally designed to operate loads or equipment at
rated systematic values (e.g., the voltage and thermal values).
To protect this, power is required to be delivered at feasible
voltages (i.e. within predetermined or acceptable lower and
upper threshold limits of 0.95 p.u. and 1.05 p.u. in magnitude,
respectively). To ensure these constraints are met, OPF
analysis is a key part in distribution system operations.

However, distribution network control and management
are becoming more complex. The increased connection
of distributed energy sources (DERs) in networks creates
additional technical challenges for distribution network oper-
ators [293], [294], [295]. The technical impacts associated
with the penetration of DERs in distribution networks
require detailed assessments of system patterns, making
ACOPF analysis more important and challenging [296].
In addition, with increasing penetration of DERs in dis-
tribution networks, it is likely that voltage variability and
in particular rapid voltage increases may occur at these
locations, leading to issues of stability and reliability in the
system.

As a result, we have reviewed papers within the past five
years from these points of view, to summarize the current
research stages and point out future research directions. The
papers are reviewed through Web of Science with a focus
on transmission system, distribution system, DERs, and the
interface between transmission system operators (TSO) and
distribution system operators (DSO). In summary, we have
concluded 64 papers in Table 13. As more DERs, storage
units and demand response programs have been integrated
into the distribution systems, the adaptivity of the ACOPF
analysis from these perspectives are aimed to be covered.
As a result, Table 13 summarizes papers that have considered
different aspects in the model including demand response,
storage units, and renewable energy resources. To better
analyze the integrated penetration level of DERs in the
distribution system, the integration level of DERs that is
over 50 % is reported in the table, along with different ways
to analyze the intermittency of renewable energy resources
by utilizing stochastic formulation. Another challenge arisen

from DERs and demand response program is the unbalanced
three phases from the distribution system. Therefore, the
formulation of ACOPF under unbalanced phases has been
also reviewed as another factor in the table. An overview of
the available test systems and practical systems have been
also provided to encourage comparability of further research.
Last but not the least, due to the poliferation of the DERs
in distribution system, addressing OPF analysis requires
paragigm shift in gird planning and operations, away from
the current transmission-centralized approach to be inclusive
for the increasingly coupled transmission and distribution
systems. As a result, the OPF modeling of interface between
TSO and DSO has been reviewed in the table as another
essential factor.

As shown in Table 13, themajority of the papers considered
one or more types of renewable energy sources and DERs in
the distribution system. Despite of this, only 31 of the papers
included storage units and 10 papers considered demand
response programs, which are promising to more efficiently
utilize the renewable energy resources. Compared to demand
response programs, most of the storage unit modelings
introduce linear constraints in solving the optimization
problem, whereas the demand response programs involve
more variations into the formulation and as a result, the
nonlinearity can be potentially introduced to solve the
problem.

Although most of the papers included renewable energy
resources, 36 papers solved a deterministic problem, in other
words, ignored the uncertain and intermittent characteristics
of renewables. The integration levels of DERs are not
clearly given in most of the papers even though the PV
or wind turbine capacities are given in most of the papers.
Nonetheless, the DERs scenarios are less in 50% in most
of the papers based on rough estimations. To achieve the
ambitious goal of 60-70% renewable integration in the next
few decades, more attention should be paid to model the
uncertainty in a higher level of DERs integration level.

As more DERs and storage units are integrated into the
distribution system, it is likely to make three phases become
more increasingly unbalanced. More specifically, variable
single-phase DERs (e.g., solar PV) have the potential to
increase the magnitude and variability of voltage unbalance
in distribution system, potentially making conventional
balanced phases approaches ineffective. Large unbalance
reduces feeder power transfer capacity and increase system
losses, and thus it is necessary to build comprehensive OPF
formulation and modeling based on three-phased unbalanced
distribution systems, especially with massive level of DER
integration. As a matter of fact, there are only 4 out of
the 64 papers that have considered the unbalanced structure
of the system. References [297] and [298] considered the
unbalanced formulation but it was not applied into the
simulation case studies, and thus the convergence issues are
not being tested.

To reduce the computational burden in weakly-meshed
distribution systems with DERs, among 44 out of 64 papers,
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FIGURE 14. Number of papers published in the past 10 years that are related to optimal
power flow modeling in distribution systems.

TABLE 13. ACOPF related system modeling in distribution system with
references.

the structure of the distribution systems was simplified
to be radial-based, in which it is necessary to focus on
weakly-meshed structured distribution system for further
investigation. The practical test cases are wide spread
around the world including but not limit to grids in China,
Brazil, Italy, UK, US (Illinois), US (California) and Belgium
(Flanders). As a result, more practical distribution data are
required to better characterize the meshed structure and
unbalanced phases for further research.

Based on the reviewed papers, by adding new technologies
to power systems, such as smart grids, the conventional
approaches can’t meet the standards of now days power sys-
tems. Therefore new methodologies are needed to overcome
this issue. Some of the gaps in this area are as follows that
can also be considered as future directions:

• Integration of Advanced Predictive Tools: With the
proliferation of renewable energy sources that have
stochastic outputs, there’s an increased need for predic-
tive tools leveraging AI and machine learning for better

forecasting of renewable outputs, thereby enhancing the
accuracy of OPF calculations.

• Cyber-Physical Security in OPF: The increasing dig-
italization in power systems, including smart grids,
raises concerns about cyber-physical threats. Future
OPF solutions must integrate security measures to
ensure the reliable operation of power systems against
malicious threats.

• Decentralized and Distributed OPF: With the rise of
distributed energy resources (DERs) and microgrids,
there’s a growing need to develop decentralized OPF
solutions that can cater to localized power generation
and consumption patterns, ensuring optimal power flow
at the community or even individual levels.

• Grid-interactive Demand Response in OPF: Future OPF
solutions should incorporate more advanced demand
response mechanisms, where consumers and utilities
can interact in real-time to adjust power consumption
based on grid conditions.

• Adaptability to Grid Modernization: Infrastructure
enhancements, such as HVDC lines and FACTS devices,
are shaping the modern power grid. OPF methodologies
should evolve to cater to these advanced components for
ensuring optimal power flow.

• Regulatory and Policy Considerations: As the power
sector undergoes rapid transformations, the regulatory
landscape is also changing. Future OPF solutions
should be flexible enough to adapt to potential policy
changes, especially regarding renewable integrations
and emission targets.

VI. CONCLUSION
Since the inception of OPF modeling in bulk power systems,
the landscape of its applications has expanded and evolved
significantly. The integration of variable renewable energy
(VRE) sources and distributed energy resources (DERs) into
power systems introduces a complex matrix of challenges
and considerations. Foremost among these challenges is the
need for greater operational flexibility. This flexibility is
essential to balance the inherent unpredictability associated
with renewable energy sources. Emphasizing this, there has
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been a push towards leveraging fast-response controllable
devices and storage solutions, enhancing network capacity
utilization and overall system performance.

The rise of smart grids, with their distinctive features
and capabilities, has rewritten many operational paradigms,
including OPF. These grids offer a countermeasure to
traditional OPF limitations, proposing innovative optimal
operation schedules. The compelling benefits of integrating
OPF into smart grids and renewable energy environments
have garnered global interest from researchers and industry
professionals. Through our survey, we ventured to present
a comprehensive overview of various objective functions,
decision variables, and network constraints. A key focus
was to shed light on the integration of VREs into OPF.
In parallel, we identified a range of under-researched areas,
from phase topology in network distribution systems and
demand response programs to the overarching question of
how to maximize DER integration effectively.

In conclusion, while this research offers an in-depth look
into conventional and VRE-integrated power systems, it’s
imperative to note that the OPF research landscape is vast and
ever-evolving. The insights presented serve as a foundational
guideline, aiming to equip researchers and enthusiasts with
a holistic understanding of OPF’s current state and potential
trajectory.
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